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1-800-MAS-TERY
Inside Sales/Call Center Mastery

Nicole
Creating the sales experience.

Katherine
You already know more than you know.

Amanda
Sales: Easy as 1-2-3!

Bree
$60,000.00 bookings

Leah
Character Probing

Stuart
Book Ends

Jennifer
Pause Power 

Lacie
The power of ‘Why?’

Maddy
Mood Management

James
How to focus

Cheryl
Inside Sales: training to measurable results

ASK TWITCHY
How to:
. Increase conference 
registration from 18 to 23%
. Massively increase 
sponsor support

Whistler, BC Canada is consistently ranked as one of North America’s top year-round resorts.

1-800 MAS-TERY is a one-of-a-kind reality based inside sales/call center leadership training program. 
Created and presented by Stuart Ellis-Myers to well over 5,000 people. This program celebrates and 
showcases the real life ‘How-to-wow’ selling insights and actions as shared by Whistler’s top 1-800 
reservation inside sales/call center performers.

Select this program to refresh, refuel and refocus your inside sales/call center sales team.

Your team – Your industry
Call to ask how we specialize in training & creating web-pages just like this one starring your people, 
sharing their insights on how to increase your 1-800-MAS-TERY sales.

           Learning outcomes:
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Expect more
from your Keynote Speaker

Stuart Ellis-Myers, a.k.a. ‘Twitchy’, is the world’s only professional speaker living with the rare 
neurological disorder Tourettes Syndrome. Debilitating and uncontrollable urges compel him to 
constantly jerk, shriek & twitch.

Twitchy is a dramatic model of self-inspiration and determination. When he speaks of improving lives, 
he speaks from personal experience.  Despite this disability, he has become an internationally known 
and respected recession recovery speaker on communication leadership, sales and how to overcome 
any adversity. He might even look familiar as he has appeared in twelve (12) television commercials.

With an unprecedented success record of rave reviews from
conference audiences around the world, Twitchy is a true
favourite at conventions and corporate meetings. 

   Raving Fan Clients Include:

WHY SELECT TWITCHY?
If a guy living with Tourettes 

Syndrome can become a 
professional speaker, then 

what is holding anyone back 
from achieving their dreams?
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